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Abstract
In today’s competitive world, e-Business/e-Commerce has become one of the major segments of the online business and deals with the process of buying and selling of products and services online via Internet. e-Advertising being part of e-Commerce has major impact on e-transaction and helps in revenue generation. Currently, e-shops/e-publisher sites publish the product catalogue and advertisements on the Internet using one-to-one mapping of advertisers to the ad-publisher sites. In such cases, huge bandwidth is required as publishing data size increases, network traffic increases with the increase in advertiser requests and continuous connectivity is required for advertisers to post the advertisements on ad-publisher sites. Here, we propose a Hybrid e-Advertising framework and is designed using Concurrent Mobile Agents and provides an environment for parallel processing the advertiser requests to deal with issues of one-to-many and many-to-many mapping between the advertisers and the ad-publisher sites. A new concept of aggregating the set of advertisers request and simultaneously publishing at various ad-publisher sites is proposed. Next, we have given a comparative analysis of the framework with the Client/Server approach which is in practice. The framework is designed and developed using Java based Aglet Software Development Kit and MySQL for storage requirement.
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INTRODUCTION
The advancement in the web technologies like World Wide Web, Internet ,Xhtml, Ajax has great impact on the development of applications related to e-Commerce / e-Business and e-Advertising [12]. They also provide an important channel for most of the business firms, companies and organizations to carry out their business transactions. Thus the daily life of the customers has become convenient with online shopping. But, much of the research work has reported that the number of customers buying and selling of products, performing electronic transactions on the web is increasing at a phenomenal pace [6]. Moreover, the increase in advertisers, ad-publishers and products lead to the problem of information overload, which of course consumes too much of the advertiser time on visiting the various ad-publisher sites for promoting their products and services. And also consumes too much of customer time in searching the relevant product information of their interest. But in the current scenario most of the applications related to e-commerce and e-advertising are still non-automated [6].

Hence, it is necessary to provide the advertisers and the customers with user friendly and more convenient environment for publishing the advertisements and to provide personalized product services for customers.

One way to solve the above problem is to exploit the use of Intelligent Mobile Agents for e-advertising. The traditional client/server model for e-advertising adopts one-to-one mapping between the advertisers and the ad-publishers, which requires a reliable connection [5] for publishing the advertisements, the network traffic increases as the number of advertiser requests increases with the increase in the number of ad-publisher sites. A good bandwidth, is required [22] as large amount of information needs to be published. It is observed that most of the advertiser needs to request the distributed ad-publisher sites for the purpose of publishing the advertisements, and then the parallel execution of Mobile agents at various ad-publisher sites over the network seems to be an efficient solution. And at the same time, the dynamic and asynchronous execution of Mobile agents provides an environment for parallel processing of publishing the advertisements to achieve greater efficiency [12]. Mobile agents can also help the web users to be more productive to manage information and move towards a high level of automation [6].

In this paper, we propose a framework which makes use of Intelligent Concurrent Mobile agents for e-advertising which supports the real activities of advertisers, ad-publishers and customers and also facilitates the parallel processing of the advertiser requests for publishing the advertisements and we have introduced the new concept of aggregating the advertiser requests which deals with the issues related to one-to-many and many-to-many mapping between the advertisers and ad-
publishers sites. Next, we have identified various e-Advertising application parameters which influence the performance, such as the total time taken to process the advertiser request for publishing and network bandwidth utilization in terms of data transfer rate.

Experiments have been carried out in three cases. Firstly, we have considered a number of advertisers request to publish the advertisements, secondly the number of ad-publisher sites and finally about the data transfer rate to study their effect on the performance of both the paradigms. Here we have conducted two sets of experiments, in the first experiment we have conducted a study on the traditional Client/Server model for e-Advertising which employs one-to-one mapping between the advertisers and the ad-Publisher sites, where in every advertiser request is synchronously processed. Client/Server test-bed is set up using HTML, PHP, MySQL which is the widely adopted package for publishing the advertisements. In the second experiment, we have considered the Mobile Agent paradigm for e-Advertising which employs one-to-one, one-to-many and many-to-many mapping between the advertisers and the ad-Publisher sites where in every advertiser request is processed asynchronously and autonomously.

Based on the proposed framework, we have analyzed, designed and implemented a prototype to carry out the task of e-advertising using Aglet technology developed by IBM Research labs, Tokyo, Japan [19], which is Java based framework for creating and running Mobile agent objects. The framework enhances the by adopting the strong features of Aglets for parallel processing the advertiser request for the purpose of posting the advertisements.

The results of both the experiments show that, the Mobile Agent approach over perform by a wide margin when compared to that of the Client/Server model to publish the advertisements.

RELATED WORK

Authors in [7,9,24] have identified several parameters that influence performance and have carried out a quantitative evaluation of client-server versus Mobile Agent implementations. A comparative study is carried between client server approach and Mobile Agent approach applied for e-Commerce applications. Finally they have concluded that the Mobile Agent is a promising paradigm for the design of information retrieval systems in a distributed environment for given running application.

Ryszard Kowalczyk et al. [13] they presented Intelligent Mobile Agent-based e-marketplace system called InterMarket. Their work on InterMarket aims at enabling Mobile access and automated trading in e-marketplaces based on integration of Mobile Agents and intelligent decision-making Agents offered as an add-on component to a commercial e-marketplace platform. They have attempted to demonstrate the benefits with the commercial e-marketplace, focusing initially on the human trader emulation in a catalog-based e-procurement business model scenario, predominantly for Agent-to-human trading with the use of stationary Trading Agents and Mobile communication Agents.

Wang Y. and Ren J. [12] discussed and presented various hierarchical dispatch models where the dispatch of multiple Mobile Agents can be processed in parallel. Their study on these models have proved that, the comparison with several serial Mobile Agent models the parallel Mobile Agent models can improve the performance significantly.

Roch H. Glitho [16] describes an Agent-based approach to searching for information on the WWW and also pointed out the major drawbacks of the current searching techniques. They have presented many various Agent interaction strategies. The authors have suggest that one possible means of achieving the task for information retrieval by using Mobile Agents to wander the web seeking the information on behalf of the user.

David Siew, Xun Yi [17] intends to apply software Agents to automate Internet advertising and presented four models of Agent-mediated Internet advertising: negotiation and payment, push, post and pull models. Software Agent technology offers a new paradigm for advertising on the Internet. Unlike “traditional” software, software Agents are personalized (incorporating cooperation, negotiation and conflict resolution), continuously running and semiautonomous. From their work they have concluded that Software Agents are most suitable for automating several of the most time consuming stages of the Internet advertising.

SUMMARY

From the literature review and research issues in the current scenario we can say that the existing approaches used for e-Advertising have been implemented on the traditional client/server model. As the client/server model suffers from serious drawbacks such as there should exists a reliable connection to have continuous communication between advertisers and various ad-publisher sites, a synchronous communication between advertiser and ad-publisher for every request and response, needs a good bandwidth as large volume of data is transmitted over the network, frequent requests from the advertisers will increase the load on the server and also network traffic. The issues are also related to one-to-many and many-to-many mapping of advertisements between the advertisers and the ad-publisher sites, followed by monitoring and tracking of the posting status to give confirmation to the advertiser about the delivery of advertisements.

It is observed from the literature survey that Mobile Agent paradigm has emerged as a very promising approach for conducting e-Commerce/e-Business and e-Advertising. The study on software Agents have shown that they can help the web users to be more productive to manage information and
to move towards a higher level of automation. By identifying the technical advantages of Mobile Agents like, low bandwidth remote interaction, support for disconnected operation, support for weak clients, ease of distributing individual services, scalability, semantic routing, lower overhead for secure transactions and robust remote interaction. Thus Mobile Agents can provide a pervasive, open, generalized framework for the development and personalization network services.

PROBLEM DEFINITION

In the current scenario, identifying the various mapping relationships among advertisers, advertisements/products, ad-publishers, advertising spaces, and customers in a static or dynamic manner is the challenging task. As it is observed that most of the e-Advertising applications that are currently running are developed on the foundation of client/server model that adopts one-to-one mapping technique where the set of advertisers needs to contact set of ad-publisher sites to promote their products or services that usually consumes lots of bandwidth and also there should exists a reliable synchronous communication between the advertisers and the ad-publishers for every request and response.

Thus to overcome the major drawbacks of the existing model for e-Advertising, we have proposed a common framework for various aspects of e-Advertising by applying Intelligent Concurrent Mobile Agents, along with that an attempt is made to make the framework more robust, efficient and effective.

COMPARISON OF MOBILE AGENT PARADIGM WITH THE CLIENT/SERVER MODEL

The most commonly supported traditional paradigm for distributed network computing, e-Commerce, e-Business, e-Advertising is the client/server model. Here, the client initiates the request by establishing a continuous connection with the server across the network until the client request is processed. Fig.1 shows the traditional approach supported for e-Commerce/e-Advertising applications for buying/selling/promoting the products/services.

The existing approach becomes unreliable and expensive when the number of client requests to be processed increases. Such applications consume huge network bandwidth, high network delay, and heavy load on the server, high cost of network management, continuous network connectivity and one-to-one mapping between the client/server. This leads to the basis for mobile agents which has the capability of performing the tasks on behalf of the user, thinks intelligently using some of the AI algorithms and learn/remain-persistent.

Mobile Agent paradigm shown in Fig.2, proves to be the best option for conducting effective multi-media communications, and information retrieval/gathering over the Internet. They migrate from one host to another in the network with its own execution control to process the client request and return the results/messages in an asynchronous pattern. The mobile agent paradigm overcomes the limitations of the client/server model mentioned above.

MOBILE AGENT BASED E-ADVERTISING FRAMEWORK

The e-Advertising framework, which is built on the basis of Intelligent Mobile Agents and the new technique that is adopted for publishing the advertisements, is discussed here. Following are the main components of the framework, it includes the four main modules, namely, Advertiser module, Aggregator Module, ad-Publisher module and the customer module. The architecture diagram of the framework is given in Fig 3.
A. Description. The framework consists of the following modules

- Advertiser module

The advertiser plays the role of advertisements supplier. The advertiser creates the advertisements that need to be published via Aggregator module on the ad-publisher site. Each advertiser maintains a database that holds the product/Item information like, images, cost, model, make, category and description. Here Mobile Agents are created at every advertiser site that carry the product information on behalf of the advertiser and migrates from the advertiser site to the aggregator module to push the advertisements. In order to perform the above task, module takes the help of the following Agents that are shown in Fig. 4.

- Advertiser Mobile Agent (AMA): This Mobile Agent carries the created advertisement from every advertiser site and hands it to the stationary Agent at Aggregator module. The stationary Agent is responsible for collecting and aggregating and processing the advertisements pushed by the set of advertisers. After the advertisements have been pushed, the advertiser Mobile Agent can either return back to its dispatching server or can be disposed at the aggregator module.

- Aggregator module

This module provides an interface between the set of advertisers and the ad-publisher sites, which is based on a "one-to-many" and many-to-many model wherein the advertisements are published across multiple ad-publishers over the Internet. Thus acts as a single stop-shop for the advertisers to push their advertisements which contains the product information, rather than browsing various ad-publishers sites to upload the advertisements for the promotion. This reduces the work of managing relationships with multiple advertisers multiple ad-publishers. The Aggregator Agent creates a single package of the advertisements and distributes the packages to the advertisers.
advertisements from various advertisers and maintains a database that stores the information related to the product, advertiser and ad-publisher. In order to carry out the above tasks, this module takes the help of the following Agents that are shown in Fig. 5:

**Figure 5: Aggregator module**

- **Aggregator Agent (AGA):**
  This stationary Agent creates, manages the Concurrent Mobile Agents. The Agent is responsible for aggregating the advertisements and creating a package of the advertisements which are to be pushed from set of advertisers. It also collects necessary information from both the advertisers and pre-defined ad-publishers sites.

- **Aggregator Mobile Agent (AGMA):**
  These Agents are created by Aggregator Agent. Mobile Agents migrates to predefined ad-publisher sites for publishing the advertisements simultaneously. Mobile Agents after publishing will return to dispatching server and acknowledges the Aggregator Agent.

The pseudo codes of the Aggregator Agent and Aggregator Mobile Agent are given here:

**Aggregator-Agent:**
//Class for Static Aggregator-Agent
import *aglet;
class Aggregator extend Aglet {
public void run() {
  Aggregator Aglet( initialize the object) {
    wait for the arrival of Mobile-Agents from advertiser sites and on arrival
    for each advertiser in the advertiser list
    AgentResponse(advertisement)

  }
}

dispatch 

**Aggregator Mobile-Agent:**
//Class for Aggregator Mobile-Agent
import *aglet;
class AggregatorAgent extends Aglet {
  public void run() {
    on Dispatch() {
      loaded Mobile-Agents migrates to the publisher sites and publishes the ads successfully based on the advertiser preference returns the acknowledge to the aggregator Agent
    }
  }
}

- **Ad-Publisher module**
  This module consists of pre-defined set of ad-Publisher sites which reserves the screen space and time slots for displaying the advertisements. The Aggregator Mobile Agent pushes the advertisements via Aggregator Mobile Agents and the same is responsible for displaying the advertisements in the reserved screen space for a specified time slot.
Most of the advertisers select Internet and WWW as a medium to widen their sales in reaching their potential customers among the web users. This module plays the role of a potential customer who wishes to purchase products and services. Depending on their interest the customer can pull the product information for further processing.

To carry out the above tasks, this module takes the help of the following agents that is shown in Figure. 7:

- Customer Agent (CA):
  This is a stationary Agent that creates and manages the Mobile Agents at every customer site and is responsible for recording the product information for further processing.

- Customer Mobile Agent (CMA):
  On arrival of the advertisements at the ad-Publisher sites, the Mobile Agent is created by the customer Agent that migrates to pull the product information based on the attributes like name, brand and make of the product from various publisher sites. At every publisher site, the Mobile Agent searches for the required advertisements. On finding the advertisement, Mobile Agent returns to the dispatching server and finally displays the results to the customers.

**WORKFLOW PROCEDURE**

Based on the proposed framework, the necessary procedures required for completing the task of publishing advertisements are as follows:

- **Advertiser request for publishing**
  Front-end (GUI) will be provided for advertisers to upload the advertisements by submitting the relevant product information such as name, model, category, cost and description for publishing. Here GUI supports both one-to-many and many-to-many mapping between the advertiser and the ad-publisher. Finally receives the acknowledgement once the request is processed.

- **Processing Advertiser request**
  Publishing request by the advertiser, the aggregator agent receives the request and processes it based on the product information provided. If the advertisements are accepted, then they are aggregated by the aggregator agent and sends the acknowledgement. Otherwise acknowledges with an error message to resend the request.

- **Collecting and Aggregating the advertisements**
  All successfully processed advertisements are collected and aggregated by the Aggregator Agent and also creates a single package of the set of advertisements that are to be published.

- **Loading the advertisements**
  The collected and aggregated advertisements are loaded with concurrent Mobile agents for publishing.

- **Publishing the advertisements**
  Mobile agents which are created by the aggregator agent are responsible to publish the loaded advertisements and return the acknowledgement after publishing is successful.

- **Viewing and Purchasing the product**
  As the advertisements are published successfully the Mobile agents at every customer site pulls the product information of their interest based the model, cost, brand and etc. This information is used by the customer stationary agent for further processing.

**PERFORMANCE EVALUATION**

The proposed work describes the total time taken and the network bandwidth utilization in order to compare the performance of the Client/Server and Mobile Agent Paradigm applied to e-Advertising.
Following are the parameters as influencing the choice for concurrent mobile agents as an implementation strategy for e-Advertising applications.

- Advertisement Data size (varies from 50 KB to 2 MB)
- Number of advertiser requests (varies from 1 to 64)
- Number of ad-publisher sites (varies from 1 to 128)
- Size of an MA (fixed at 5 KB)
- Network Load (as per typical academic load on 100 Mbps LAN).
- Aggregation time (varies from 05 to 10ms)
- Processing time for serving the advertiser request (varies from 20 ms to 6000 ms).
- Data Transfer rate (throughput)
- Module Dependencies.

- Experimental Setup for the proposed Framework

Experimental setup to deploy and check the functionality of the proposed framework has been carried out in LAB-1, LAB-2 and LAB-3 of Research Centre CSE Department where all the Computing System have the similar configuration of Intel Core i5/i3, 8GB RAM and are connected through a 10/100/1000Mbps LAN. Here each host is configured with JDK 1.6 above, Aglet Software Development Kit 2.0.2 and MySQL (5.5.24) for storage purpose.

- Experimental Setup for Client /Server Model

The Client/Server test bed is created for the purpose of comparing and evaluating the performance of the proposed framework. This is a web based application that hosts advertisements, where the advertiser makes requests to publish at various ad-publisher sites. The application is deployed on Wamp-Server (2.2.22) and it makes use of PHP and MySQL for the purpose of posting the advertisements.

- The set of parameters considered in comparing the two approaches

The comparative parameters considered and their meaning is given below:

- Total time taken: Refers to the total time taken for processing each request from the advertiser.

\[
T_{CS} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (t(req)_{i} + t(res)_{i})
\]  

\[
T_{MA} = \left( \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{m} (t(ad)_{i})}{m} \right) + t_{p} + t_{pub}
\]

where,

\[T_{CS} = \text{Refers to the time taken by the advertiser to send, request and waits for a server publishing response in case of a Client/Server model.}\]

\[t(req) = \text{Request time by each advertiser to publish.}\]

\[t(res) = \text{Response time to acknowledge each advertiser.}\]

\[n = \text{Refers to the number of advertisers and ad-Publishers in the Client/Server model.}\]

\[T_{MA} = \text{Refers to the total time taken by advertisers to send, request and waits for publishing response in case of Mobile Agent approach.}\]

\[m = \text{Refers to the number of advertisers in the Mobile Agent approach.}\]

\[t(d) = \text{Refers to the time that corresponds to dispatch the ith Mobile Agent from the ith advertiser.}\]

\[t(a) = \text{Refers to the time that corresponds to the arrival of the ith Advertiser Mobile Agent at the Aggregator Module.}\]

\[t_{p} = \text{Refers to the processing time for collecting and aggregating the advertisements.}\]

\[t(pub) = (t(a) - t(d))\text{time to publish the advertisements}\]

\[t(d) = \text{Refers to the time that corresponds to dispatch concurrent Aggregator Mobile-Agents to push advertisements at ad-Publisher sites.}\]

\[t(a) = \text{Refers to the time that corresponds to the arrival of the Aggregator Mobile Agents at ad-publisher sites to publish the advertisements.}\]

For example, if an advertiser needs to publish his advertisements at two different ad-publisher sites, the advertiser needs to make two separate requests that finally lead to variations in time depending upon speed and network bandwidth. Whereas, Mobile Agents are capable of publishing the advertisements to various ad-publisher sites using a single request by reaching the predefined ad-publisher sites.

- Bandwidth (Data Transfer Rate): Refers to the size of the advertisements (product information) that can be carried from the advertiser site to the ad-publisher site over a given period of time, which is expressed in bits per second (bps).

\[BW_{CS} = \frac{\text{File Size}}{(etime - stime)}\]  

\[BW_{MA} = \frac{\text{File Size}}{((time - dtime)_{agg} + (time - dtime)_{pub})}\]

where,
\[ BW_{CS} = \text{Refers to the size of the advertisement that is carried from the advertiser site to the ad-publisher site within a given period of time for the Client/Server Model.} \]

File Size=Refers to various advertisements size.

e-time =\text{Refers to the end time at the ad-publisher site.}

s-time =\text{Refers to the start time at the advertiser requesting to publish the advertisements.}

\[ BW_{MA} = \text{Refers to the size of the advertisement that is carried from the advertiser site to the ad-publisher site within a given period of time for the Mobile Agent approach.} \]

File Size=Refers to various advertisements size.

\[ atime =\text{Refers to the arrival time of the Mobile Agents at the Aggregator module and ad-publisher site.} \]

\[ dtime =\text{Refers to the dispatch time of the Mobile Agents from Advertiser site and Aggregator module.} \]

- **Theoretical Proof**

From the theoretical analysis it can be proved that, the proposed framework benefits from the use of Mobile Agents that are dispatched in parallel to publish in all ad-publisher sites simultaneously when compared to that of the existing approach.

- **Time Complexity for the Mobile Agent Approach**

Here initially the framework starts with the serial dispatch of Mobile Agents from the set of advertiser to the aggregator module where each Mobile Agent carries information within a range of 10Kbytes to 1Mbytes respectively. The aggregator Agent adopts the concept of one-to-many or many-to-many mapping of advertisements and acts as the master Agent which aggregates the multiple request into single request and dispatches Mobile Agents in parallel which are supposed to perform publishing the ads at various ad-publisher sites. Hence the time complexity can be given as:

\[ T(n) = O(m + n) \]  

where,

\[ m=\text{Represents the number of advertisers.} \]

\[ n=\text{Represents the number of ad-Publishers.} \]

In the above discussion we have made an assumption that, the number of advertisers and ad-publisher must be greater than two to show that there is huge variations in processing the request and time taken by two approaches.

Consider the case where the number of advertisers are same as the number of ad-Publishers then , the time complexity of the Mobile Agent approach is \( O(2n) \) whereas of the Client / Server model is \( O(n^2n) \). Thus, from the theoretical analysis we can say that the proposed framework with concurrent Mobile Agents is more efficient than the existing approach that is used for posting the advertisements. The same has been proved practically and is shown below graphically.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

1. **CASE I:**

Deals with the total time taken for processing the number of requests made by the advertisers to publish the advertisements.

From the Fig. 8, we can say that, the time taken for processing the different requests from the advertiser is more in case of the Client/Server approach when compared to that of the proposed framework that uses Concurrent Mobile Agents for publishing the advertisements.

2. **CASE II:**

Deals with the publishing time for pushing the ads to different ad-Publisher sites.

From the Fig. 9, we can say that, as the number of ad-Publisher sites increases the performance differences between both the approaches is significant. The performance is improved by the use of concurrent Mobile Agents to push the advertisements on various ad-Publisher sites.
Finally, it is practically proved that the proposed framework is more efficient than the existing approach for publishing the advertisements to different ad-Publisher sites.

THE ADVANTAGE OF USING CONCURRENT MOBILE AGENTS FOR E-ADVERTISING

- The framework is more efficient when compared to that of the traditional client/server model used for publishing the advertisements. By inheriting the benefits of Mobile Agents, the advertiser request is processed in parallel that consumes less time for publishing the advertisements.

- The framework can change dynamically, where the aggregator stationary agent can create and dispatch as many numbers of Mobile agents at run time based on the number of ad-publisher site.

- The set of Mobile agents dispatched from the customer side can provide a personalized product service which reduces the customer time in searching the advertisements of their interest. It also deals with the issues related to one-to-many and many-to-many mapping between the advertisers and the ad-publisher sites.

- The Client/Server implementations are more suitable for small number of advertiser requests for publishing the advertisements.

- When the advertisement data size and number of ad-publisher sites for publishing increases, the performance of Client/Server implementation degrades and underperforms.

- For situations in which large number of advertisements needs to be pushed and pulled from large number of ad-publisher sites, concurrent Mobile Agent implementations have been found to be more effective.

- The Concurrent Mobile Agent approach scales well as the number of advertiser requests to be processed and the number of ad-publisher sites to be visited increases.

- Mobile Agents are more reliable as the advertiser request processing does not depend on the continuous network connectivity.

- The extra burden and time is reduced as the advertiser is relieved from repeated publishing requests when the network connection is disrupted.

OBSERVATIONS

1. Achievements of Case I:

In this scenario we have conducted the experiment that deals with both the cases of one-to-many and many-to-many mapping of advertiser request (publishing request) to the ad-publisher sites. Here we conclude that the
processing time required by the Client/Server model is twice that of the concurrent Mobile Agent approach.

2. Achievements of Case II:
Parallel Implementation of Mobile Agents performs better than the sequential implementations of Client /Server to publish the advertisements. As the number of ad-publisher site increases , the client/server model under performs, whereas the mobile agent approach perform very efficiently and its publishing time reaches saturation point with slight variations . And is shown in figure 7 and from this we can say that the mobile agent framework works very efficiently.

3. Achievements of Case III:
From the Experiment results, as the publishing time required by the Client /Server model (Case I) is twice that of the Mobile Agent approach.The data transfer rate is higher in case of Mobile agent approach than compared to that of the Existing approach for various file sizes.

4. Final Achievement:
- We can conclude that, the proposed framework that makes use of Concurrent Mobile Agents perform better than the Client/ Server implementation for a given set of e-Advertising Application parameters. The performance evaluation of both the approaches is shown in figure (8,9,10).
- Mobile Agents scale effectively as the number of advertiser request and ad-publisher sites increases. Scalability being one of the needs in network computing, we find that mobile Agents are appropriate technology for implementing e-Advertising applications.
- Mobile Agent paradigm promises an efficient and effective technology.

CONCLUSION
The framework is built on the basis of Mobile agent technology, which supports the parallel processing of advertiser requests for the purpose of publishing the advertisements over a distributed ad-publisher sites.

The use of Mobile agents simulates the commercial activities of the advertiser, ad-publisher and the customer for publishing and purchasing the products and services. The benefit of the proposed framework is that it exploits the parallel processing of the advertiser request with higher efficiency and provides better support for both advertiser and customer.

This work proves to be a very efficient way in carrying out the task of publishing the advertisements without wasting much of the advertiser time in visiting various ad-publisher sites for publishing the advertisements and also provides a better solution to deal with one-to-many and many-to-many mapping of advertisers and ad-publishers. The use of Mobile agent overcomes the drawback of the traditional approach used for publishing the advertisements and also helps the majority of web users and advertisers to move towards a high level of automation.
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